In the last decade, programs targeting safety, risk management, and quality of care have spread across the nation. Many organizations are now reporting outcome data to national organizations. Extending this progress, Porter et al. have led the advocacy that the central focus for health care systems should be to deliver a high value of care, with value determined by outcomes achieved and costs incurred. Although care providers have taken the lead in making patient outcomes, such as safety and quality of care, an overarching goal, they have been far less engaged in cost measurement and containment. Nuanced perceptions of providers’ responsibility to reduce cost, a lack of knowledge of health economics, and the absence of accurate and actionable cost data available at the provider level have contributed to the disappointing lack of progress in cost-measurement and cost-reduction initiatives.

Policy makers refer to “cost” as the payments made to health care providers for delivering care. For providers, however, cost refers to the amounts they pay for personnel, equipment, supplies, and facilities to deliver patient care. Although traditional hospital cost-accounting systems measure costs well at the level of operating and support (overhead) departments, they do an inadequate job when allocating costs from organizational units down to the actual care processes used to treat patients. In addition, the assignment of physician service costs using methods such as time-driven activity-based costing (TDABC) has been shown to actively engage health care providers in costing activities and care redesign.

Object. To date, health care providers have devoted significant efforts to improve performance regarding patient safety and quality of care. To address the lagging involvement of health care providers in the cost component of the value equation, UCLA Health piloted the implementation of time-driven activity-based costing (TDABC). Here, the authors describe the implementation experiment, share lessons learned across the care continuum, and report how TDABC has actively engaged health care providers in costing activities and care redesign.

Methods. After the selection of pilots in neurosurgery and urology and the creation of the TDABC team, multidisciplinary process mapping sessions, capacity-cost calculations, and model integration were coordinated and offered to engage care providers at each phase.

Results. Reviewing the maps for the entire episode of care, varying types of personnel involved in the delivery of care were noted: 63 for the neurosurgery pilot and 61 for the urology pilot. The average cost capacities for care coordinators, nurses, residents, and faculty were $0.70 (range $0.63–$0.75), $1.55 (range $1.28–$2.04), $0.58 (range $0.56–$0.62), and $3.54 (range $2.29–$4.52), across both pilots. After calculating the costs for material, equipment, and space, the TDABC model enabled the linking of a specific step of the care cycle (who performed the step and its duration) and its associated costs. Both pilots identified important opportunities to redesign care delivery in a cost-conscious fashion.

Conclusions. The experimentation and implementation phases of the TDABC model have succeeded in engaging health care providers in process assessment and costing activities. The TDABC model proved to be a catalyzing agent for cost-conscious care redesign.
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Abbreviations used in this paper: BPH = benign prostatic hyperplasia; FTE = full-time equivalent; MVD = microvascular decompression; OR = operating room; TDABC = time-driven activity-based costing
as the ratio of costs to charges (RCC) or the Medicare resource-based relative value scale (RBRVS) has been criticized heavily regarding its allocation methodology and calibration.\textsuperscript{2,3,16} Therefore, an updated, unified, reliable, and transparent method of measuring the costs of hospital- and physician-related services is needed.\textsuperscript{17}

Recently, time-driven activity-based costing (TDABC) has gained popularity in health economics as an accurate costing methodology that provides clinicians and staff with valid, actionable process and cost data to redesign care effectively.\textsuperscript{18,19} TDABC estimates, from the provider's perspective, the cost of each resource used for treating a patient's medical condition and combines it with the time each resource uses for each activity during a patient's care.\textsuperscript{18} All of these activities can then be added together to measure the total cost of an entire service or care episode.

Under the mentorship of the Harvard Business School and in collaboration with local clinician sponsors, 2 teams at UCLA Health (UCLA) piloted the TDABC model in service lines that already had ongoing value-improvement and care-redesign projects. One team studied the microvascular compression syndrome (trigeminal neuralgia, hemifacial spasm, glossopharyngeal neuralgia) service line (neurosurgery pilot).\textsuperscript{20,21} This service line treats rare conditions for which the UCLA Department of Neurosurgery is a referral center (providing tertiary and quaternary care). The second team studied the benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH) service line (urology pilot).\textsuperscript{7} This is a prevalent condition treated with substantial practice pattern variation and is managed by primary care physicians (primary care) and specialists (secondary care).

In this paper, we detail the steps of experimentation and implementation of the TDABC methodology, share lessons learned across the care continuum, and report how this model has succeeded in engaging health care providers in process assessment and costing activities.

Selecting the Pilots

The pilot projects were launched after a neurosurgeon (N.M.) and an executive director (D.R.N.) attended the Harvard Business School course “Implementing Cost Management in Health Care.” Their goals were to integrate the TDABC methodology into service lines that were interested in analyzing cost across the continuum of care, specifically those already engaged in outcome measurement and care redesign. They met with the institution's leadership to: 1) present the TDABC model as an innovative tool that calculates the cost of care delivery using a standard approach integrating hospital-related and physician service–related costs and 2) ensure their support for this initial experimentation phase.

Neurosurgery Pilot

The neurosurgery team launched a multidisciplinary and multidepartmental care-redesign initiative designed initially to be piloted in 4 elective patient populations, one of which was a population of patients with microvascular compression syndrome undergoing microvascular decompression (MVD).\textsuperscript{22,23} Process mapping was the first step, which was essential for capturing the current state of care delivery. Initial data on general outcomes and condition-specific outcomes were obtained by detailed manual chart review and were organized using the outcome hierarchy methodology proposed by Porter.\textsuperscript{24} After a comprehensive quality improvement initiative that resulted in improved outcomes in the MVD service line, the neurosurgery team aimed to develop a cost-containment initiative using current decision-support hospital-related cost data.\textsuperscript{22,25} Although the use of these costing data may have worked well in the past, it did not integrate the cost of physician services and its continued use in the near future will be challenging, because the Affordable Care Act requires providers to participate in shared or “bundled” reimbursements among multiple parties and potentially across the continuum of care.

Urology Pilot

Members of the urology team convened a multidisciplinary group to identify the many paths that a patient with BPH may take through the course of his treatment.\textsuperscript{7} They mapped the processes along each potential care pathway and captured the key decision points. General and condition-specific outcomes of importance to the patient were linked to each pathway. The urology pilot team considered analyzing charges using the institution's decision-support financial system but, after the introduction of TDABC, recognized that this methodology offered a more comprehensive approach at identifying true costs across the patient's entire journey through the health system.

The executive director, who participated in both the urology and neurosurgery projects, noted differences in the sequences of steps and the level of detail within maps of the perioperative phases of care. The 2 teams met and agreed to standardize the level of detail in both initiatives and to adopt a common approach for costing.

Creating a TDABC Team Within the Institution

The team leading the TDABC initiative (the TDABC team) was composed of 1 clinician (N.M.), 1 executive director (D.R.N.), and 2 internal consultants (M.A.B. and N.P.S.) (Fig. 1). The 2 internal consultants (termed the TDABC coaches in subsequent sections of this paper) integrated the team given: 1) their interest in improving care delivery; 2) their knowledge of health economics; 3) the attribution, by leadership, of protected time to work on this project; and 4) their depth of knowledge and skill sets in performance improvement. This collaboration describes the merging of clinical and operational efforts, coined “clinical operations.”

Getting Organized Within the Pilots

The neurosurgery pilot organized education regarding the TDABC process via small groups of care providers that worked together on either the same activity (e.g., physiotherapists) in the same location (e.g., clinic medical assistants) or on the same phase of care (e.g., operating room [OR] staff). For the urology pilot, the TDABC team educated the multidisciplinary urology team about
the new costing methodology. Both pilots worked from TDABC templates obtained at the Harvard Business School training session.13

In both pilots, a physician sponsor (N.M., N.A.M., C.S., or A.M.) was identified and joined by an administrative sponsor (either the department’s administrator, clinical director, executive director, or department manager). The requirements for the administrative sponsor included comprehensive knowledge of the nuances of the department’s finances and easy access to financial data. The physician and administrative sponsors were paired with a TDABC coach. The TDABC coaches had the capacity to facilitate conversations and assist in the use of process-improvement tools, such as process mapping, and benefited from their existing relationships with key stakeholders across the institution. The clinical and executive TDABC advisors contributed by introducing TDABC to current quality improvement initiatives within the institution, addressing internal barriers and resolving any procedural issues, and steering the work of the TDABC coaches.

Mapping the Episode of Care

Process mapping within the TDABC model captured the current state of the process and its associated costs. For each pilot, clinicians, administrative staff, and other contributing health care providers were brought together to complete a process map with the following inputs: process steps, decision points, resources involved in the activity (including human, material, and equipment resources), time spent doing the activity, and the variability around each input. The teams identified each step from the patients’ and staff members’ perspectives and created a map to reflect the paths and sequences of work they described. The actual mapping sessions afforded excellent opportunities to educate providers on the new TDABC system that was being tested, to have providers relate to their own impact on cost generation, and to engage providers in cost-measurement and -containment initiatives.

Both pilots started by creating a high-level map to represent the global sequence of events throughout the entire episode of care (Fig. 2). A modified Delphi technique was used. The mapping sessions began with pre-selected items (high-level process maps), and although the selected content experts were questioned face-to-face throughout the mapping activity, the key stakeholders were consulted by email members of the TDABC team for final approval.6,18 The key stakeholders, including frontline staff, department managers, and unit directors, validated the process maps once they were in their detailed and final form.

For the duration of each activity, the pilot teams captured the times spent in each activity from one of the following: 1) actual documented activity times extracted from the electronic medical record system; 2) time studies/observational studies; 3) average estimates with minimum and maximum values; or 4) average self-reported data. Electronic medical records provided a wealth of transactional details regarding location, duration, and provider, from which the true patient costs were calculated using TDABC. Multiple care providers independently verified the time values to ensure that they were clinically sound.

Coordinating Capacity-Cost Calculation

Reviewing the maps for the entire episodes of care, varying types of personnel involved in the delivery of care were noted. The total numbers of different types of personnel involved in the care delivery of both the neurosurgery and urology pilots were 63 and 61, respectively.

The TDABC executive advisor, also the executive director of operative services, reviewed the TDABC model
with the OR performance manager, who developed a personnel-costing template (Table 1), approved the finalized process maps, and addressed potential pitfalls. The OR performance manager collected the financial data within 1 week. After verification of the data, very few corrections had to be made. The OR staff capacity-cost exercise served as a template to help standardize the development of the financial model. After completion of the process maps, the TDABC coaches introduced the personnel-costing template and reviewed the methodology for calculating each care provider’s capacity cost. The TDABC coaches coordinated follow-up meetings within 2 weeks to review the progress made regarding clinical capacity assessment and financial data gathering (Fig. 3).

Pearls and Pitfalls to Calculating Capacity Cost for Care Coordinators/Clinical Assistants

Care coordinators and clinical assistants in the University of California system are paid on the basis of seniority levels within their classification. Each department’s administrative sponsor provided the average salary using the UCLA human resource salary tables. Time capacity was determined by the University of California work policies regarding holidays, vacation, sick leave, and daily hours. Each department’s budget had specific line items with allocated expenses for information technology support and supplies. The allocated expense was divided evenly by the number of full-time equivalents (FTEs). Obtaining the capacity-cost rate for the care coordinators was straightforward with a standard methodology that was replicable throughout the departments. This method was used to calculate the capacity cost of all support staff and hourly employees, with the exception of nurses.

Pearls and Pitfalls to Calculating Capacity Cost for Inpatient Nurses

Capacity-cost calculations for nursing were more complex. The personnel costing template was used to capture all the different classifications of health care providers categorized under “nursing” and “support staff.” For nursing, we identified 6 types of health care providers that have similar care functions toward patients: adult nurse I (ANI), clinical nurse I (CNI), CNII, CNIII, per-diem registered nurse (RN), and per-diem resource RN. For support staff, we identified 3 classifications of health care providers providing support care: care partners (CPs), licensed vocational nurses, and hospital assistants. As the model was built, the nurse-to-patient ratio was taken into consideration. In California, this ratio is mandated by law (e.g., 1:4 on floor units and 1:2 on intensive care units). As recommended by the Harvard Business School coaches, the nursing ratio, not time spent with the patient, was used because of the vari-

**TABLE 1: Personnel costing template**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title Code</th>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Average Hourly Rate ($)</th>
<th>Total Paid FTE</th>
<th>% Weight</th>
<th>Weighted Average</th>
<th>Total Hours Worked per Yr</th>
<th>Total Salary per Yr ($)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>staff supervisor</td>
<td>ANI</td>
<td>40.00</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>40.00</td>
<td>2088</td>
<td>167,040.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>staff</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>30.00</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2088</td>
<td>67,651.20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>32.00</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>32.40</td>
<td>2088</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>34.00</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>2088</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* ANI = adult nurse I.
TDABC: Model for Costing

ability in patient needs and the inability to predict need.\textsuperscript{13,14} In addition to the bedside nursing, charge nurses and nurse managers were also captured with a nurse-to-patient ratio of 1:24. Because they were readily available to help in direct bedside delivery of care, in addition to their administration duties for the unit, their capacity cost was included in the TDABC model.\textsuperscript{13,14} We identified the nursing units through which our pilot populations would navigate their care by reviewing the process map. The director of nursing finance completed a personnel costing template (Table 1) and provided a weighted average compensation rate for each unit. It should be noted that the shift differentials, overtime pay for nights and weekends, were not included in our model. In our institution, inpatient nursing staff work three 12-hour shifts per week and have a total of 75 minutes per shift for breaks and meals.

For each unit, the unit director was considered as supervisor for all nursing staff in the unit. The unit director’s salary was divided by the total number of FTEs supervised. As an example, the amounts per FTE supervised were $5148 in the neurosurgical ICU, $7324 in the neurosurgical floor unit, and $8015 in the urology floor unit.

Pearls and Pitfalls to Calculating Capacity Cost for Faculty Physicians

\textit{XYZ Compensation}

The physician compensation plan was founded on a traditional academic model, which includes base salary as set forth in standardized salary scales, negotiated additional compensation, and incentive compensation. In some instances, attending faculty may receive administrative stipends and outside income, adding to the total compensation. In calculating clinical capacity-cost rates for the application of TDABC at UCLA, the TDABC team interviewed the administrative sponsor of each clinical department to gain an understanding of the variation in physician compensation within and across the departments. Largely, the variation existed because of differences in the practice models across the departments.

\textit{Practice Plan Models}

One common method of calculating incentive compensation is through a physician-specific profit-and-loss financial statement. In this approach, incentive compensation is allocated to an individual by calculating the operating margin, which equals the practice net revenues (i.e., professional fees, outside income, administrative stipends, grant funding, etc.) less the practice operating expenses (i.e., base salary and benefits, clinic expenses, malpractice, office supply, travel, etc.). The remaining net operating margin is then distributed as incentive compensation, beyond the base salary and negotiated additional compensation. This approach was used for both surgical departments (urology and neurosurgery).

For primary care and anesthesiology, the physicians are paid a negotiated, guaranteed salary based on a specific level of relative value unit (RVU) productivity. If their actual RVU productivity fluctuates below or above the negotiated level, then their salary will be renegotiated the next year or they will receive an incentive payment, accordingly.

Similarly, for anesthesiology, physicians are paid a guaranteed salary that is based on a commitment to provide a negotiated number of clinical assignments per week averaged over the year. Typically, 8 hours of clinical work constitutes a clinical assignment, with additional hours worked in a day compensated as incentive pay. Clinical work, in the form of extra clinical assignments, is also compensated as incentive pay.

\textit{Clinical Hour Capacity}

Physician capacity varied greatly across the 5 specialties that we surveyed. Capacity includes the total amount of time a provider is available to work on patient care–related activities in any given year. Examples of times that were often not immediately thought of by clinicians as patient-related care were chart reviews at home and monitoring patients from the office (Table 2). Excluding these activities from physician capacity caused a significant increase in the physician capacity-cost rate. The value for the physician salaries is the average of the service or department for a representative faculty member/attending physician.

Ensuring Buy-In of the Personnel Capacity Cost

Although capacity costs were gathered for all the resources (including material, equipment, and space) used within both pilots, personnel costs represent more than 50% of all incurred costs to deliver care. Given that the capacity-cost value ($/minute) for each type of personnel...
is new to the institution, it was essential to have different stakeholders validate their capacity costs. Indeed, once different capacity costs were presented to multiple health care providers (including different physician specialists), the providers asked: “What elements are driving the difference between the capacity cost of personnel type A versus B?” More specifically for physician capacity costs, significant drivers of this variation included clinical hours per day, holiday time per year, weekend days available per year, call-back time per month, and education time per year (Table 3).

After reviewing the TDABC methodology and the capacity-cost templates with the clinician and administrative sponsors, the teams designed a checklist of key questions to consistently stimulate physicians’ reflection on all patient-related activities performed that should be captured as they estimated their clinical capacities. After going through this verification process, the capacity costs decreased $1.34 (from $4.29 to $2.95) for urology and $0.76 (from $3.98 to $3.22) for neurosurgery and increased $0.70 (from $3.21 to $3.91) for anesthesia.

Through the interview process with the attending physicians, a range from 105,000 clinical minutes (approximately 8 hours/day, 5 days/week) to 165,000 clinical minutes (approximately 10.5 hours/day, 6 days/week) was highlighted. To understand the impact that the variation in annual clinical available minutes has on the total cost of care, a sensitivity analysis was conducted using the maximum and minimum capacity-cost rates shown in Fig. 4. For the neurosurgery pilot, the impact was about 9% around the calculated cost (Fig. 4).

A work session involving all clinical champions, department or service chairs, and their financial administrators was coordinated to review the TDABC methodology pertaining to personnel capacity-cost calculations for physicians. Although a standard methodology is required to ensure consistency within the institution, the need for some customization was recognized, enabling us to capture various specialty business models within the institution. Consensus among the members of this committee was achieved, ensuring buy-in from all specialties involved in both pilot programs.

**TABLE 2: Example of activities and related costs uniquely captured by the TDABC model**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Capacity-Cost Rate ($)</th>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Time (mins)</th>
<th>Total ($)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>neurosurgeon</td>
<td>3.22</td>
<td>chart review</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>32.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>urologist</td>
<td>2.95</td>
<td>rounding</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>29.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>neurologist</td>
<td>2.29</td>
<td>monitor cases remotely</td>
<td>301</td>
<td>689.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>neurotechnology director</td>
<td>2.27</td>
<td>review &amp; schedule cases</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>40.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>neurosurgery nurse practitioner</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>review preop documents</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td>43.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR scheduler</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>fill excess block time</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 3: Drivers of different capacity-cost calculations**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Driver</th>
<th>Neurosurgery Attending Physician</th>
<th>Anesthesiology Attending Physician</th>
<th>Neurology Attending Physician</th>
<th>Urology Attending Physician</th>
<th>Primary Care Provider</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>total days/yr</td>
<td>365</td>
<td>365</td>
<td>365</td>
<td>365</td>
<td>365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(–)weekends</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(–)holidays</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(–)vacation</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(–)sick &amp; personal leave</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(–)CME &amp; conferences</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>available clinical days/yr</td>
<td>251</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>251</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total mins at work/day</td>
<td>720</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>720</td>
<td>630</td>
<td>540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(–)breaks, training, &amp; non-patient meetings</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(–)research, education, &amp; administrative time</td>
<td>0†</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>available clinical mins/day</td>
<td>630</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>630</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>days on call/yr</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>days on call called back</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mins actually working when on call</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>available clinical mins/yr</td>
<td>162,450</td>
<td>110,683</td>
<td>172,962</td>
<td>137,469</td>
<td>109,364</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* CME = continuing medical education.
† For these types of physicians, research time was excluded from the capacity-time calculation because the funds supporting research were also excluded from salary.
The TDABC Model: A Catalyzing Tool for Integration

Level I: Integration of Processes and Costs

The TDABC model enabled the linking of a specific step of the care cycle (who performed the step and its duration) and its associated costs, including personnel, material, equipment, and space costs (Fig. 5). This costing model enabled variability assessment among health care providers’ delivery of care throughout an entire episode of care. At the activity level, it enabled the identification of duplications of steps, unnecessary steps, rework loops, sources of delays, and role ambiguity (in which 2 types of personnel could perform 1 step but with different cost capacities), which are all high-yield opportunities. At the resource level, TDABC provided clarity regarding unused, underused, and overused personnel, space, and equipment from a provider perspective.

Integration of the processes and their associated costs enabled teams to design cost-efficient care delivery. In the preoperative clinic setting, redesign strategies included engaging medical assistants and nurse practitioners to work at the highest level of their role, enabling the physician to dedicate his or her time to do what only he or she can do: discuss the medical condition, review management options, and establish a patient-centered plan. In the in-hospital setting, multidisciplinary teams have been initiating care-redesign strategies around specific care points such as pain management, urination, and mobilization. For a process metric, intermediate outcome measure, or clinical outcome measure (eg, ambulating 50 feet by noon on postoperative day 1), TDABC cost estimates were used to select the most cost-efficient redesign option to satisfy the measure. In the postoperative clinic setting, redesign strategies included evaluating alternative follow-up approaches, such as nurse telephone clinics, telemedicine, and electronically monitored patient-reported symptom scores. The TDABC costing model supports a dynamic process, with potentially multiple cycles dedicated to calculating the cost impact of the redesign options, assessing potential implications for steps down the map, and determining the cost impact of secondary implications.

Level II: Integration of Clinical, Operational, and Financial Teams

In many health care institutions, there has historical-
ly been a disconnect between the detailed representation of clinician or staff activities in a care-pathway process map and the level of detail in the costs assigned to such activities by the institution’s traditional cost-accounting system. The pairing of service line clinical and administrative sponsors with TDABC coaches and advisors, who were versed in the TDABC methodology, enabled the 2 pilot teams to match detailed costing and resource utilization information with provider activity—level detail across the continuum of care from the patient perspective. The methodology provided not only transparency and integration of clinical, financial, and operational information but also facilitated the development of a new multidisciplinary team unit (clinical operations) essential to any redesign initiative.12,14,15

Level III: Integration of TDABC Model Within the Institution

Although the identification of apparent opportunities to improve outcomes and reduce costs may result in some important gains, the next great leap in improved care delivery will require a more systematic and detailed review of the entire episode of care, linking processes and costs from TDABC with clinical outcomes and patient satisfaction data.3,16 UCLA has been visionary in identifying innovative tools and coordinating teams that master these tools to guide and support its members’ initiatives in care redesign. After integration and standardization of the TDABC methodology, an institution can position itself to transform care delivery in a cost-conscious fashion and achieve the “triple aim.”17,27,28 TDABC provided accurate and actionable process and cost data to clinicians and truly engaged them in costing activities and care redesign within service lines, departments, and institutions.

Conclusions

The experimentation and implementation phases of the TDABC model in the neurosurgery MVD and urology BPH pilots have succeeded in engaging health care providers, not only within these departments but also throughout the organization, in process assessment and costing activities. The TDABC model proved to be a catalyzing agent for care redesign, getting everyone at the same table, to understand and agree upon the care-delivery process and to realize the true costs of the resources needed to perform each activity.13,14 TDABC has shown great potential to steer cost-conscious care-delivery transformation and health system performance optimization.
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